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24 MONTH WARRANTY 

Titan Air hereby warrants its products against defects in material and workmanship for a period 

of (24) twenty four months from date of shipment. 

Start up checklist is due back within (30) thirty days of start-up or 120 days from date of delivery 

for 24 month warranty to be effective.  After (30) thirty days, and up until (60) sixty days, a (13) 

thirteen month warranty will be observed.  All warranties are null and void if start up checklist is not 

received within (60) sixty days from start-up or 120 days from date of delivery.  NO EXCEPTIONS 

WILL BE MADE. 

Titan Air reserves the right at Titan Air’s option, to replace or repair free of charge, any part 

proven by Titan Air to be defective.  Prompt notification of defective part must be given to Titan Air 

and defective part must be returned freight prepaid within (30) thirty days of notification. 

WARRANTY INCLUDES ONLY PARTS SUPPLIED BY TITAN AIR  INCIDENTAL COSTS AND 

LABOR CHARGES SHALL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF OTHERS.  This warranty does not cover 

fuses, belts, filters, refrigerant or water damaged parts which are the result of improper storage or 

installation.   

This warranty is void in event the product is improperly installed and/or operated under 

conditions other than normal published ratings, improperly maintained, misused or not in compliance 

with applicable codes or not in accordance with Titan Air’s operating instructions. 

This warranty is void if attempts to correct or repair any alleged defective part or parts are made 

by unauthorized personnel without Titan Air’s written approval. 

In no event shall Titan Air be held liable for any damage, incidental or consequential, arising from 

the installation, performance or operation of the product.   

This warranty supersedes, voids, and/or is in lieu of any other verbal or written understanding 

which may not be in total accordance with this expressed warranty. 

Warranted parts must be returned to Titan Air within 60 days to receive credit. 

Purchased components such as Steam Generators Systems, Electric Coils, Refrigerant 

Condensers, Chillers, Coils, Heat Exchangers are covered under the original equipment 

manufacturer’s warranty. 

POTENTIAL FOR WATER DAMAGE DUE TO SUMP OVERFLOW 

Evaporative coolers installed in a location where sump overflow could cause damage to the 
building or other equipment must include safety feature #1 and either #2 or #3. Titan Air is NOT 
responsible for damages that could be caused by sump overflow.  

1. Water supply piping must include a flow limiter to ensure that overflow outlet can drain more 
water than supply line can provide in the event the float valve fails. 

2. A field installed overflow safety switch and fill/ drain line valve. Install float switch to detect 
sump water levels slightly above the primary overflow inlet but, below the rim of the 
evaporative cooler sump. If the float switch actuates, automatic valves on the water supply 
line (normally closed) and drain line (normally open) must be de-energized. A secondary 
circuit provides alarm indication. 

3. A secondary drain pan that will capture water in the event of a sump overflow and drain the 
water to an acceptable location. Secondary drain pan must be designed to handle full flow 
capability of supply line if float valve fails. 
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PURPOSE/ APPLICABILITY 

This manual is intended to provide general installation, operating and service information. A 
packet of reference materials for a specific unit (tracked by its Serial Number) is generally included 
with this Operating and Service Manual.  The reference materials include Unit Specifications, Parts 
Lists, Electrical Schematic, and a Sequence of Operation, as well as pump and fill valve 
manufacturer’s documentation.  A start up checklist is also included in this packet.  Review the 
reference materials for a specific unit and note any optional equipment or controls which are not 
specifically addressed in this manual prior to attempting start-up or service work. 

The information and recommendations contained in this publication are based on general 
observation and are not intended to supplant requirements of Federal, State, or local codes having 
jurisdiction.  These codes should be reviewed before installation of Titan Air equipment. 

 It is the responsibility of the purchaser at the time of order to specify any and all State, local, or 
insurance agency requirements that may dictate the addition of components to the equipment in 
order to comply with those requirements. 

Only qualified personnel who have experience with the installation and operation of industrial/
commercial air handling equipment should attempt to install, start-up or service Titan Air equipment. 
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Note that operating and service manuals are 
occasionally requested prior to production of 
equipment.  These manuals will be marked “Pre
-Production Release” on the front cover.   

The final copy of the operating and service 
manual for a specific unit will be sent with the 
unit.  Additional copies of the manual for a 
specific unit are available. 

A detailed unit specification sheet, parts/
legend sheet, schematic, sequence of operation 
and start-up procedure are provided in the start-
up section of each operating and service 
manual generated for a specific equipment.  
Selected vendor cut sheets on components will 
also be included. 
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EQUIPMENT ARRIVAL 

When the air handling equipment arrives, be sure to inspect for shipping damage.  The 

equipment was thoroughly inspected before leaving the factory.  Also upon receipt check the 

shipment for items which shipped loose such as a remote box and remote sensors. Consult the Bill 

of Lading to identify the potential shipped loose items. It should be noted that these items may have 

been placed inside the cabinet in multiple locations; however, more often than not, shipped loose 

items can be found in the equipment vestibule. Any damaged or missing items should be reported to 

the transporter immediately.  DO NOT SEND DAMAGED FREIGHT BACK TO TITAN AIR!  All 

claims must be filed with the transporter.  Be sure to take photographs and get the driver’s signature 

to confirm the damage.  The driver will have a number for you to call to file a claim.  Request a 

written inspection report from the carrier claims inspector to substantiate any necessary claim.  Be 

sure to open the equipment access doors and inspect for internal damage.  

STORAGE 

If for some reason you are unable to install the equipment immediately, be sure that the 

equipment is protected from the elements. Do not allow coverings to trap moisture against 

equipment casing. Water damaged parts are not covered by Titan Air’s warranty.  If the equipment is 

stored for an extended length of time, be sure to completely check the equipment for any internal 

damage which may have been caused by excessive condensation.  Also check for damage caused 

by rodents, and be sure to eliminate any dust that may have built up on the components while the 

equipment was in storage.  

(NOTICE: The time elapsed during storage still counts against the warranty period.) 

CAREFULLY AND THOROUGHLY READ TITAN AIR’S PRODUCT WARRANTY 

Because we are not able to simulate exact field conditions and sometimes actual conditions are 

different than what was stated on the order, you may need to make some adjustments in the field.  

This is why it is very important that only qualified personnel start-up and service Titan Air equipment.  

The start-up checklist (provided in packet with this manual) must be filled out and returned to Titan 

Air in order to validate equipment warranty. 

For a fee, Titan Air personnel will travel to the job site, supervise start-up and provide operation 

and maintenance training for the equipment. 
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COMPONENTS 

EVAPORATIVE COOLING MEDIA 

Evaporative coolers are available with premium quality rigid, resin-reinforced cellulose media or 

fiberglass media (UL 900 Class II fire rated). The media is cross fluted pad of cellulose or fiberglass 

material impregnated with anti-rot salts and rigidifying and wetting agents. Media transverse flutes 

form angles of 15° downward towards the air leaving side of the media and 45° downward towards 

the air entering side. Steeper flutes towards the air entering side of the media direct more water to 

the entering face where it is needed the most. Typically 12” deep media has an air pressure drop of 

0.25” w.g. at 500 feet per minute face velocity and a saturation efficiency of 89%. 

PUMP AND LOW LEVEL FLOAT SWITCH 

A submersible or non–submersible pump is placed in the evaporative cooler sump. A low level 

float switch is used to prevent the pump from running if the sump is not adequately filled. 

CABINET 

Titan Air evaporative cooler equipment features a stainless steel sump with a galvanized sheet 

metal cabinet above the sump. Complete stainless steel construction is optional. The galvanized 

sheet metal cabinet can be provided with a painted or galvanized finish. Standard painting process 

involves the use of galvanealled (paint lock), sheet metal with an acrylic enamel primer and finish 

coat. Custom painting processes are available to provide enhanced corrosion protection or color 

matching. 16 gauge sheet metal is utilized on exterior sheeting. Galvanized or galvanealled sheet 

metal features a zinc coating weight of G-90. Custom configurations with evaporative coolers 

incorporated into an air handler or multiple coolers in an “air house” are available. 

OPTIONAL CONTROLS 

Control options include: 

1. Automatic fill and drain valves. 

2. Low ambient temperature drain thermostat to automatically drain sump. 

3. Dry cycle ( Timer keeps blower running to dry media when unit is shutdown.) 

4. Flush cycle ( Runs pump with blower off to flush media followed by dry cycle.) 

5. Cooling thermostat (Enables pump when space or outside air temp. rises.) 

6. Sump overflow safety switch and alarm is By Others. 

7. Supply line flow restrictor. Adjustable “circuit setter” type valve can be used. This flow 

restrictor is field set to ensure that supply flow cannot exceed drain capacity if float valve 

fails. 
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INSTALLATION 

1. Titan Air evaporative coolers should be installed and maintained by experienced HVAC 

technicians. 

2. When locating your Titan Air evaporative cooler, consider access requirements for 

inspection, maintenance and replacement of the components within the evaporative cooler 

(pump, fill valve, adjustment valves, media, etc.) Evaporative coolers should be installed 

level or with a slight pitch towards the drain end. Access should be provided both upstream 

and downstream of  evaporative cooler. At minimum access should be provided downstream 

of the evaporative cooler for maintenance of the water distribution system (spray bar). 

3. Both the fill line and drain line should have shut-off valves installed at the cooler (do not valve 

the overflow line). Refer to typical assembly drawings on pages 12-14 for details regarding 

relative position of the media, fill valve, full water line, overflow standpipe, bleed line, and 

drain line. An automatic fill and drain system and/or automatic media flush/dry systems are 

optional with your Titan Air evaporative cooler. 

4. If the equipment is installed in a location where sump overflow could cause damage, 

overflow safety features must be field installed. Refer to page 3. 

5. Fill line must be flushed PRIOR to connection to evaporative cooler. This cleans out debris 

which can prevent float operated fill valve from functioning properly. A water line filter in 

addition to supplied strainer is recommended to ensure proper operation of fill valve. 

6. Drain and overflow lines must be properly trapped. In many cases, trap depth must account 

for the negative pressure (suction) in the evaporative cooler cabinet. Traps should be 

inspected and cleaned as part of a regular maintenance program. Overflow line size should 

not be reduced. 

7. Inlet water pressure should be between 10 and 60 psi for proper fill valve operation. Fill valve 

float height must be adjusted to provide a water shut-off point approximately 3” to 3 1/2” from 

sump bottom for a submersible pump or 2 1/2” to 3” deep for a non-submersible pump. After 

final water depth adjustment, confirm that all pipe fittings in fill valve line are secure, float 

adjustment is secure and that fill valve shuts off completely. Diaphragm in fill valve can be 

cleaned if fill valve doesn’t shut-off completely. 

8. A separate GFI protected, 120 VAC, 15 amp power circuit must be supplied for the 

evaporative cooler pump. Typically, the submersible pump plugs into a “piggyback” plug for a 

low water level float switch to prevent the pump from running dry. If pump and low level float 

switch are factory wired, the “piggyback” plug may have been removed and both devices 

may be wired on the load side of a GFI module which doesn’t accept standard plugs. 

9. Typically, building air should not be re-circulated over the evaporative cooler media. 

Recirculation can cause a build-up of moisture in the served area. The use of 100% outside 

air and building relief or exhaust is preferred. 

10. Light on the media surface and sump water should be avoided. Light with moisture allows 

rapid growth of algae. 
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Horizontal Equipment-Supporting 
Options 

Curb 

Curbs are to be assembled in the field. 

Assemble according to the letters marked 

on the top of each curb piece using factory 

supplied fasteners. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Caulking or Gasket material 

(supplied by others) 

Accessory- 
Horizontal Equipment Supporting Options 

Recommended option for supporting 

accessories on a flat roof:  

 

 

Other method of installation using sheet 

metal support legs.  

 IMPORTANT: Not recommended for 
any unit larger than 125 model. 

Typical Equipment Support 

(by others) 

Attach support brace to accessory seam 

using field supplied fasteners. 

Bent, 16 gauge (if supplied by factory), 

sheet metal support brace. 

6 X 6 inch sheet metal pad welded to 

the support brace (if supplied by factory) 

Wood Block (supplied by others) 
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Accessory Installation 
NOTICE: Evaporative cooler 
accessories may be larger than 
intake and discharge opening or 
flanges on evaporative cooler 
section. Due to infinite 
installation possibilities, a section 
of ductwork or transition may be 
required for proper accessory 
mounting (by others). 

IMPORTANT: Installer MUST 
SUPPORT accessory items 
from a rigid point or points to 
ensure solid mounting using field 
or factory supplied hardware. 

Design Requirement: If an intake hood is 

supplied by others, the design shall minimize 

entry of snow/ rain and include an intake screen 

to meet ANSI standards. 

Horizontal Unit 

Before beginning: 

Verify with roofing manufacture the method 

of installation preferred for supporting accesso-

ries (Rooftop Equipment Only). 

Locate assembly supplies: 

Items included: Support Brackets (optional) 

Field supplied hardware: 

Caulk, Caulk Tape, Fasteners (Self tapping 

screws and ¼ inch bolts/ nuts/ washers)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Match serial number on the accessory to 
unit name plate inside control vestibule door.   

2. Check equipment submittal drawings to 
verify if accessories need a transition to match 
up with the evaporative cooler intake or dis-
charge opening. 

Support 

(by others) 
Transition may be 

required to interconnect 

accessories and the 

evaporative cooler 

HOOD 

FILTER 

RACK 

EVAP. 

COOLER 
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3. Apply caulk tape (field supplied) directly 
to the flange, below the screw pattern of the 
joint to be fastened together.  

4. Hoist accessory using all lifting lugs, if 
provided; otherwise, a sling, to lift accessory 
and center it over the panel opening. 

5. Affix the accessory to the evaporative 
cooler using (field supplied) self tapping screws. 
Make certain every pre-punched hole in the 
flange is used in fastening. 

 IMPORTANT: Do not fasten into the 
stainless steel evap sump. 

1. Repeat steps three through five to attach 
the hood to the filter section; except in step five 
substitute ¼ inch bolts in for self taping screws 
to attach the hood to the filter section. 

2. After all of the accessories are installed, 
caulk each seam to provide a water tight seal. 

 IMPORTANT: Re-caulk accessory 
lifting lugs after assembly (if 
applicable). Check all external sheet 
metal seams for caulk shrinkage and re
-caulk if necessary. Titan Air does not 
warranty water damage equipment. 
Seam sealing integrity should be 
rechecked on a yearly basis. 

 NOTICE: Access door swings MUST be 
kept free of installation piping and 
wiring to allow for service and 
maintenance.  

Caulk Tape 

Caulk 
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External Evaporative Cooler 

(Vestibule Door Omitted for Clarity) 

Bleed-off Water 

Flow Adjustment 

Fill 

Overflow 
Drain 

Main Water Flow 

Adjustment 

Water Pressure 

Gauge 

Low Water Float 

Switch 

Pump 

Evaporative 

Cooler Media 

Evaporative 

Cooler Sump 

Airflow Direction 

Water Supply 

Float Assembly 

(Not Shown) 

Spray Bar 

Cleanout Inside 

This End Only

(Not Shown) 
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Internal Evaporative Cooler 

(This style evaporative cooler is typically built into a cabinet.) 

Bleed-off Water 

Flow Adjustment 

Fill 

Overflow 

Drain 

Main Water Flow 

Adjustment 

Water Pressure 

Gauge 

Low Water Float 

Switch 

Pump 

Evaporative 

Cooler Media 

Evaporative 

Cooler Sump 

Airflow Direction 

Water Supply 

Float Assembly 

Spray Bar 

Cleanout Inside 

Both Ends     

(Not Shown) 
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OPERATION 

1. The fill valve float height and associated water level in the sump must be adjusted properly 

per step 7, on page 8, prior to energizing the GFI protected outlet for the low water level float 

switch and pump. 

2. While monitoring sump level to prevent spilling water over top of stainless steel sump, 

simulate failure of fill valve to allow water to continue flowing into sump and out of the 

overflow fitting. Adjust water supply line valves/ fittings (by others) if necessary to establish a 

condition where supply flow cannot exceed overflow outlet capacity if float valve fails. 

3. The low water level switch should allow the pump to be energized when the water level in the 

sump rises above 2.5” to 3.5”. 

4. For new media, operate the pump without airflow for at least one hour to thoroughly rinse 

dust and excess resin from the media that accumulates in the manufacturing processes. 

Drain and rinse out the sump prior to re-filling for operation. This will minimize any unusual 

odors that occupants might notice and also minimize foaming in the sump. Titan Air also 

recommends flushing the water distribution system (spray bar) to remove any accumulated 

debris. 

5. With the pump operating, adjust the main water flow rate hand valve to obtain a pressure of 

approximately 0.5 to 3 psi at the pressure gauge above the hand valve. Visually inspect the 

media on the upstream and downstream sides. The entire media surface should be wetted 

without water carry-over into the airstream. If water is being entrained into the airstream, air 

velocity across the media may be excessive and/or rate of water flow. Obtain an air velocity 

reading and try reducing the water flow rate. Air velocity should not exceed 500 feet per 

minute without a drift eliminator. 

6. A bleed line with adjustment valve allows a constant supply of fresh water for dilution of the 

re-circulated sump water. See water treatment section on the next page. Bleed-off rate must 

be set with the small hand valve on the bleed line. In addition to guidelines provided, bleed-

off rate should be adjusted based upon specific installation experience. 

7. Operation of the optional controls should be tested per sequence of operation. 

8. A dry cycle (pump off with airflow on) of approximately 30 minutes is recommended following 

each pump operation. If the evaporative cooler and associated air supply cycle several times 

per day, only one daily dry cycle is needed. If scale build-up is a problem, the media should 

be flushed by allowing the pump to operate for one to two hours with no airflow. Follow this 

flush cycle with a dry down cycle. Timers and valves are available to automate the dry down 

and flush cycles. 
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WATER TREATMENT 

1. Proper flow/bleed rates, routine maintenance/ cleaning, and regular flushing/ drying of the 

media and water distribution system are the most effective techniques for controlling scale 

build-up and biological fouling as well as extending media life. 

2. In areas with poor water quality or areas where biological fouling particulates are present, 

consult with a water treatment specialist regarding chemical, ozone, or UV treatment of re-

circulating water. Water treatment guidelines are provided in Munters Engineering Bulletin 

EB-WTM-0408 on page 36. Note improper chemical treatment can damage the media. 

3. The recommended pH of the water should be maintained at a level between 6 and 8. 

Exceeding these limits will deplete the resin content of the pad and thus reduce its structural 

integrity. 

 

Titan Air has found a simple product called Cooler Guard for water treatment. The product’s time-
released ingredients dramatically raise the water’s ability to retain more minerals and/ or solids 
without leaving deposits on the evaporative cooler media. Plus Cooler Guard helps to clean sludge 
from the media which prolongs the life of the media. The product typically lasts up to two months 
according to manufacturer but will very depending on usage, water quality and other environmental 
factors.  

Please refer to pages 24-25 for product selection and installation. 

More information can be found on the novatech website at www.novatech-usa.com under Products 
> HVAC Maintenance Products > Evaporator Cooler Treatment. The product may also be purchased 
though the novatech website. 
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GENERAL MAINTENANCE 

As with any equipment or machinery, a maintenance program should be implemented. See the 

sample inspection sheet on page 23 as a guideline to what should be checked on a regular basis. 

Equipment maintenance should include the following: 

 Check filters and clean or replace as needed. (If applicable.) 

 Check all hardware and fittings (pvc unions, etc.) for tightness and cracks. 

 Clean supply water strainer. (If installed) 

 Check float valve operation. 

 Verify the proper bleed off rate. 

 Check low level float switch for proper operation. 

 Clean drain line/ trap and overflow line/ trap. 

 Test operation of overflow safety features. (If installed to prevent sump overflow.) 

 Check settings for all controls. (If applicable.) 

 Check duct connections for leaks. (If applicable.) 

 Re-caulk seams if needed. (If applicable.) 

 Perform complete start-up procedure once per year prior to cooling season. (If 
applicable.) 

 

EVAPORATIVE COOLER MEDIA 

The media should be visually inspected on a regular basis and cleaned as necessary. For 

significant scaling problems, verify proper water distribution across media face, increase water flow 

rate, reduce the number of on/ off cycles, increase bleed-off rate, or use chemical treatment. For 

significant algae or biological fouling, completely dry the pads at least once per day, flush the sump, 

minimize sources of light and nutrients, and/ or use chemical, ozone, or UV water treatment. 

If the media needs replacement, ensure the new sections are oriented properly (see bulletin DOI

-0204 included in this manual on page 19 or look at the smooth side of the media for a label). 

 

WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

The spray bar providing water to the top of the media should be flushed monthly if not weekly to 

prevent debris from plugging up the holes. Simply locate the garden hose caps on each end of the 

water distribution manifold (spray bar) for an internal evaporative cooler or on the one end for an 

external evaporative cooler. Titan Air recommends attaching a garden hose to the male garden hose 

fitting on the spray bar. Run the pump to force water though the spray bar and out the garden hose 

to an acceptable location besides back into the sump. It should be noted if not properly maintained 

the spray bar holes can become plugged with debris resulting in uneven water flow and scale 

formation thus decreasing efficiency and media life.  
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FILTERS 

 Dirty or clogged filters will restrict air flow which in turn affects the equipment performance.   

Therefore, it is necessary to check filters on a regular basis.  Several standard filter types are 

available including 2" pleated 30% efficient, 2" disposable fiberglass, 2" linked panel, and 1" or 2" 

cleanable filters. 

Cleanable filters should be removed from the filter rack and sprayed with a low pressure water.  

Always spray these filters in the opposite direction to air flow and apply new coating to filters when 

dry. 
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